Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 10

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. It has four equal sides.
7. a small bit of flame
8. It could describe a face with a beard.
9. to get ready
12. to observe similarities and differences
13. in short supply
15. It is four legs and one seat.
18. It may be shed in sadness.
20. worn out
21. extra
22. a ___ of shoes
23. opposite of small
24. opposite of front
25. very uncommon
27. Its teeth makes wheels turn.

Down
2. sudden fear
3. jewelry for the ear
4. It grows underwater on rocks.
5. mend
6. to yell to show enthusiasm
7. able to cut or pierce
10. rough
11. knowledge
13. It keeps your neck warm.
14. opposite of confusing
16. to cause sudden surprise
17. to become visible
19. on a higher floor
20. strange
26. Birds fly through it.